
MIGRATING HERD OF CARIBOU was photographed from the 
air as the animals rested on snow·covered ice of a Canadian lake. 
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In the fall they migrate from the open tundra to the forested taiga, 

where soft snow·cover permits them to dig down to their fodder. 
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Animals in the Snow 

Aninzals that live ln reglons where snow persists for nlne months 

of the year are adapted to various kinds of snow cover resulting 

from interaction of weather, plants and the contour of the land 

I
f snowflakes were rare objects, gene

rations of graduate students would 
doubtless have received degrees for 

research into the properties and poten
tial uses of snow. As it is, some tens of 
billions of these beautiful crystals of 
frozen water-vapor pile up in each 
square yard of snow of even moderate 
depth. In greater or lesser depth snow 
covers more than half of the land area 
of the Northern Hemisphere at some 
time during the year. In centers of civ
ilization it is welcomed with shovel and 
snowplow; labor and equipment are 
speedily mobilized to clear it from side
walks, streets, driveways, highways and 
airstrips. The very abundance of snow 
seems to have suppressed almost all but 
this negative interest in getting rid of 
it as quickly as possible. In the literature 
of the sciences that ought to be con
cerned there is little to suggest that 
snow is a major element in the environ
ment of life and that it is one of life's 
most interesting provinces. 

To our way of thinking snow would 
seem principally a hindrance to the lo
comotion and food-getting of animals. 
The onset of winter is the occasion for 
spectacular southward migrations of 
birds and mammals. But many crea
tures, by anatomy and behavior, have 
become adapted to survive in snow cov
er that may persist for nine months of 
the year. Some have developed snow
shoes or stilts that permit them to move 
freely above the snow. Others have 
found refuge beneath the snow cover 
and there have occupied a dark, damp 
and silent world with a constant climate 
warmer than that of the world above. 

The biologist who sets out to study the 
role of snow in the life history and dis
tribution of animals must first learn 
something about snow itself. A snow 
cover is by no means simple and homo-

by William O. Pruitt, Jr. 

geneous. The snow cover varies greatly 
in texture and structure from place to 
place and presents sharply contrasting 
environmental situations. On this diverse 
subject the wisest instructors are the 
subarctic Indians and the Eskimos. Long 
ago they fashioned quite different 

technologies to take advantage of the 
special properties of the snow cover in 
the regions they inhabit. They each suc
ceeded, for example, in making snow do 
the service of the wheel. On the wind
hardened snow of the open Arctic tun
dra the Eskimo sled, or "komatik," rides 

SNOW COVER lies at some time in the year on more than half of the land mass of the 

Northern Hemisphere. The limits of the snow·covered (shaded) area are approximate. 
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CHARACTER OF SNOW COVER varies with weather as it ac· 

cumulates. The first snow is compressed by later falls (shaded layer 
at left). Warm, moist winds may thaw the top centimeter (second 
from left) which freezes to a thin, dense crust. Cold, dry winds 

break up the flakes (third from left) and lay down a "wind crust" 

of more densely packed snow. Trees, catching the snow in their 

branches, cast a "snow shadow" on the ground. The ground tempera· 

ture in the shadow is lower than that under the insulating snow covel'. 

upon runners, and is unsurpassed in 
lightness, ruggedness and ease of pull
ing. For the thick, fluffy snows of the 
subarctic forest, or taiga, where the ko
matik would bog down, the Indians cre
ated the runnerless toboggan. The Es
kimos built snug houses quickly and 
easily from roughly shaped blocks of the 

hard tundra snow, though many of them 
have now lost the art. To build a snow 
house in the soft taiga snow the Dindye 
or Kutchin Indians of Alaska first heaped 
up a huge mound, allowed it to harden 
or "set," and then hollowed out a cavern 
inside. On the snow-covered tundra the 
Eskimo can walk almost anywhere with-

out sinking, but in the forest the Indians 
had to devise snowshoes; small ones with 
coarse-meshed webbing for relatively 
dense snow-cover and long, broad ones 
with fine-meshed webbing and turned
up tips for a thick cover of light snow. 
The rich lore of snow that underlies such 
ingenious adaptations is reflected in the 

TECHNOLOGICAL ADAPTATION of Indian and Eskimo reo 

fleets the different quality of the tundra and taiga snow cover. To 
walk upon the light, fluffy snow of the taiga country, Indians must 

use snowshoes; large shoes with fine·mesh webbing for soft, deep 
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ADAPTATION TO SNOW is achieved by three principal routes. 

The varying hare has developed "snowshoes" and so travels on top 

of the snow. The moose is able to manage fairly deep snow on its 

long "stilts." Smaller animals such as the lemming, shrew and vole 

(left to right) live under the snow, finding there a damp environ

ment with a relatively constant tern perature that never falls far be

low freezing. The heat loss due to the high surface-to·volume ratio 

of these small animals would cause them to perish above the snow. 

languages of the northern peoples. Each 
of these languages offers concise words 
to designate particular aspects of snow 
which in English call for cumbersome 
descriptive phrases [see glossary on page 
66]. I have found many of these words 
more suitable than the "official" mete
orological terms for specifying snow 

conditions in their relationship to the 
life of animals that inhabit snowy re
gions. 

The variations in snow cover begin 
with the formation of the snow as it 

falls. In temperate and cold-temperate 
climates, as atmospheric moisture sub-

limes directly from the vapor to the solid 
state, the snowflake builds up as a six
armed star or hexagonal plate with a 
thickness of about .1 millimeter and a 
diameter ranging from one to five milli
meters. Through aggregation as they 
fall, such snowflakes may form extremely 
complex structures. In the arctic or sub-

snow; smaller shoes with wide·mesh webbing for denser snow. 

From roughly carved blocks of hard, dense tundra snow Eskimos 

build igloos. The Indian toboggan is adapted to the soft taiga snow; 

the Eskimo "komatik" rides on runners on top of tundra snow. 
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the cover is confined to the surface, it 
forms a "wind slab." If it involves the en
tire depth of snow, as happens regularly 
on the tundra, the cover is transformed 
into a hard, dense mass ("upsik") 
capable of supporting the weight of a 
fox, wolf, caribou or man. 

� the snow whispers down through the 
spruce trees, a significant portion 

of it remains caught in the branches. 
The snow that clings to the trees 
("qali") often accumulates in quantities 
sufficient to bend and break mature 
spruces. Indeed, there is evidence that in 
the interior of Alaska breakage by qali in
itiates the cycle of forest succession that 
gives the taiga there its characteristic 
mosaic of evenly aged stands of spruce 
interspersed with stands of variously 
aged willow, alder and aspen. With so 
much snow caught in the branches of the 
spruce there develops around the base 
of each tree a bowl-shaped depression in 
the cover, called a "qamaniq." The soil 

LAKE STATION 

NO CARIBOU 

may be bare at the trunk, and the snow 
gradually increases in depth outward 
from the tree. At the tips of the branches 
the "snow shadow" ends, and the depth 
of the snow increases abruptly. 

As the days lengthen in the spring, 
sunlight striking down through the trees 
melts the top layer. Upon freezing at 
night, the soggy surface forms a "sun 
crust," or "siqoqtoaq." In high altitudes 
and latitudes, where the coming of 
spring brings lengthening periods of 
intense sunlight with the air tempera
ture still far below freezing, the surface 
flakes are transformed into long verti
cal spicules, called ablation needles or 
"qulu." 

For most birds and several of the larg
er mammals the snow cover means dep
rivation of food supply. Their behav
ioral response to this ecological challenge 
is to flee the country that is so ideally 
suited in the spring and summer for their 
reproductive period, the most vulnerable 
in their life cycle. Investigation has 

LAKE STATION 

CARIBOU CONCENTRATION 

shown that in most cases these animals 
can withstand the prevailing winter tem
perature of the regions they abandon, if 
they are provided with sufficient food. It 
must therefore be their inability to pro
cure food from under the snow that in
duces their mass exodus. Among birds 
the migratory species are principally in
sect-eaters and ground-feeders; among 
mammals the most notable migrators are 
the elk and the gregarious caribou. 

I have found that the winter distribu
tion of caribou is quite precisely regu
lated by the character of the snow cover. 
Most of them abandon the tundra and its 
hard-packed snow-cover in the autumn 
and migrate to within the tree line. Aerial 
surveys of wintering bands of caribou, 
combined with on-the-spot analyses of 
the snow cover, show that these animals 
concentrate where the snow is soft, light 
and thin, permitting them to dig through 
it easily to uncover the food below. 
These areas are bounded, as if by a 
fence, by areas where the snow is hard, 

TUNDRA 
NO CARIBOU 

ice has a density of .92. Caribou typically concentrate in the soft 

snow·cover in and around spruce forests, but they also congregate 
in similar cover on lakes to rest and chew their cud. The plants 

across the bottom of this illustration are not drawn to scale. 
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LAKE SNOW, contoured like sand dunes by the wind, has a relatively high density due to 

abrading and breaking up of the snowflakes, which permits them to pack closely together. 

TAIGA SNOW, sheltered from the wind, tends to be light and fluffy and clings to tbe 

hranches of spruce trees. Beneath the trees at left can be seen the snow shadow or "qamaniq." 
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rels will be seen in the forest. The criti
cal temperature that sends them from 
the environment of the moose, fox and 
lynx into the environment of the shrew 
and red-backed vole seems to lie be
tween 25 and 30 below zero. 

We are indebted to Formozov for a 
scheme that classifies mammals 

on the basis of their adaptation to snow. 
Those animals that are unable to adjust 
to snowy conditions he calls chiono
phobes, from chiOn, the Greek word 
for snow. In North America the prong
horn antelope, the wild turkey and the 
opossum belong to this category. Chi
oneuphores are animals such as the 
shrew, fox, vole, moose and elk, which 
can survive in snowy regions. The small, 
select group of animals such as the vary
ing hare, the North American caribou 
and the varying or "hoofed" lemming, 
which possess definite adaptations for 
snow and are limited to snowy regions, 
are known as chionophiles. This ecologi
cal classification has great possibilities as 
a tool in zoogeographic studies and 
should also underlie all wildlife man
agement programs in snowy regions. 

In Alaska the distribution of the snow 
cover very closely follows the known 
distribution of glacial ice during the 
Wisconsin age, during which the last ex
tensive glaciation occurred in North 
America. Formozov has noted a similar '
relationship between regions of heavy 
snowfaIl in the U. S. S.R. and the region 
occupied by the Dnieper and Don lobes 
of the glacial ice during the Wiirm age, 
which corresponds to the Wisconsin. Un
doubtedly the snow-producing condi
tions that attended the opening of the 
Pleistocene Epoch contributed consider
ably to the wholesale extermination of 
the earlier Pliocene mammals. We may 
find here an explanation for the disap
pearance of such mammals as the mam
moth, mastodon, antelope, and of certain 
species of musk ox in North America and 
the woolly rhinoceros and the "Irish Elk" 
in Europe and Asia. These animals may 
have been chionophobes, tied to envi
ronments that were cold but had little 
snow. As their semiarid arctic prairies: 
retreated poleward before the advance 
of the taiga, with its deep soft snows, the 
doomed chionophobe species may have 
been trapped behind such barriers as the 
glacial Lake Agassiz, which reached 
across North America from Ontario to 
eastern Saskatchewan. Or they may have 
been caught in cul-de-sacs of suitable 
environmental conditions surrounded by 
ever constricting fences of unsuitable 
snow. 
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